Abstract— In today’s digital era, the emerge of IOT and linked devices, cyber security experts come across a lot of encounters. The specialists require all the aid to overcome attacks, security cracks, its affects and respond to the attacks. A lot of linked workplaces lead to heavy traffic, high security attack vectors, security breaches and many more that the cyber environment cannot be handled by humans without sizeable automation. It is not easy to create software managed system with standard working algorithms (hard-wired logic on deciding level) for successfully cautious against the prominently growing attacks in networks. It is a evident fact that number of cyber security problems are now settled as an add on with progress only procedures of Artificial Intelligence techniques unit acquiring utilized. Cyber Security applications and analyses can now be moulded with AI applications and its existing methods.


I. INTRODUCTION

Establishment of mechanisms and technical means to maintain an up-to-date picture of possible threats of different scale, sources and character, trends in geopolitical context development and relevant national cyber picture analysis and development of capabilities to help identify attribution sources and take appropriate forms of protection and counteraction. Cyber Threats Intelligence is developed at three levels: strategic, operational, and tactical.
AI enables us to develop autonomous computer solutions that adapt to their context of use, using self-management, self-tuning and self-configuration, self-diagnosis and self-healing. When it comes to the future of information security, AI looks like a very promising field of research that focuses on improving cyberspace security measures.

World practice has already noted a significant number of various Artificial Intelligence applications in computer security. Without trying for a comprehensive grouping, we could divide these methods into two main ways:

A. Conditionally named "distributed" methods:
   A1. Multi-Agent Systems of Intelligent Agents;
   A2. Neural Networks;

B. Conveniently named "compact" methods:
   B1. Machine Learning Systems, including: associative methods, inductive logic programming, Bayes classification;
   B2. Pattern recognition algorithms;
   B3. Expert Systems;
   B4. Fuzzy logic.
II. METHODS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE APPROPRIATE FOR FUNCTIONAL CYBER THREATS INTELLIGENCE

Features can be aggregated into a vector known as “feature vector”. Thus, feature extraction can be defined as an operation which transforms one or several signals into a feature vector. Identifying and extracting good features from signals is a crucial step, because otherwise the classification algorithm will have trouble identifying the class of these features, i.e., the behavioral state of the possible adversary.

Therefore, following the analogy of the Brain-Computer Interface, two basic tasks have to be solved:

1. to find a suitable approach to selecting characteristics from which to derive features suitable for behavioral interpretation and validation. In doing so, the necessary inter-subject discrimination of the features for the subsequent classification must be ensured;

2. to build and optimize an ensemble of classifiers based on trained models to be used to assess behavior.

According to the researcher’s scenario, design of the system of assessing the behavior of the supposed adversary can consist of two main phases: 1) offline training phase to calibrate the system and 2) online phase which uses the system to recognize the type of behavior states and translate them into the computer commands. Both offline and online phases follow a closed-loop process, generally composed of six steps:

a) Network activity measurement- this step consists in network surveillance of broadband Internet traffic (e-Mails, Web traffic, instant messengers, etc.) using methods, such Packet Capture appliances Fig in order to obtain signals reflecting the opponent’s intentions
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b) Preprocessing - this step consists in cleaning and denoising input data to enhance the relevant information embedded in the signals;

c) Feature extraction – this extraction aims at relating the signals by a few applicable values called “features”

d) Classification - this step assigns a class to a set of features extracted from the signals, which corresponds to the kind of behavioral state identified. This phase can also be represented as “feature translation”. Grouping algorithms are known as “classifiers”

e) Translation into a command/application - once the behavioral state is identified, a command is associated with this state in order to control a given application

Once the data have been acquired, they are pre-processed to clean (de-noise) the signals and to enhance relevant information embedded in these signals. The pre-processing step aims at increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of the input signals.

To perform this pre-processing, various spatial-spectrotemporal filters can be used. Naturally, numerous other pre-processing methods, which are more complex and more advanced, can be proposed and used. The most popular methods are namely, Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and Common Spatial Patterns (CSP) method. Based on a study of literary sources, the Echo State Network (ESN) method was proposed as a mechanism for feature selection – this is a class of Recurrent Neural Networks where the so-called “Reservoir Computing” approach for training is formulated.

III. CONCLUSION

The process of introducing Artificial Intelligence methods at the different levels of Cyber Threat Intelligence is at very different stages: while in Tactical Intelligence, it has long gone out of the phase of research and experiments and is used for building real effective systems, In the field of Operational Intelligence, these studies are in a very initial phase and require the commitment of substantial resources. Furthermore, the question arises as to the application of possible outcomes of Operational Intelligence in the activity of Tactical Intelligence systems, which are intended to neutralize the immediate threats to computer systems and networks.
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